Use Case

SD-WAN
Security Bundle
Meeting the challenge of bandwidthintensive environments. The solution
aggregates all available bandwidth with
an added layer of protection to prevent
theft, unauthorized access and damage
to data, hardware, or software.

Use Case

Challenge
Organizations moving applications to the cloud often find that traditional
WANs are not designed for a dynamic, internet-based environment. Managing
multiple connections, myriad information systems and high levels of
processing power can create points of vulnerability that open the door to
cyber criminals and security breaches.
As a result, businesses require networks with higher capacity, availability,
and resiliency to accommodate the demands of bandwidth-intensive
applications, without compromising the security of sensitive data.
The stakes are getting higher. Kaspersky Labs estimates that, for an enterprise,
a single security breach costs an enterprise an average of $1.23M – a figure that
is consistently growing over time.

“

BUSINESSES REQUIRE NETWORKS WITH
HIGHER CAPACITY, AVAILABILITY, AND
RESILIENCY TO ACCOMMODATE THE
DEMANDS OF BANDWIDTH-INTENSIVE
APPLICATIONS WITHOUT COMPROMISING
THE SECURITY OF SENSITIVE DATA.

”
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Solution
Our SD-WAN Security bundle helps businesses protect the storage and exchange of
sensitive customer data with consistent, secure and stable application performance.
Organizations can manage multiple links and expand their WAN’s capacity in a costeffective way that provides high network availability and business continuity.
The solution aggregates all available bandwidth with an added layer of protection to
prevent theft, unauthorized access and damage to data, hardware, or software.
SD-WAN Security Bundle features:
Combined connectivity and network security
Centralized network management and end-to-end visibility
Consistent, secure and stable application performance
High network availability and business continuity
24/7 proactive monitoring for network and security related incidents
Basic to comprehensive security features
A web portal that provides full visibility and management of the environment
Dashboards and on-demand report generation
24/7 proactive monitoring for network and security-related incidents
Basic to comprehensive security features
A web portal that provides full visibility and management
of your environment
Dashboards and on-demand report generation
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Benefits
SD-WAN Security Bundle provides a level of protection traditional WANs
can’t match. An additional layer of security helps protect highly sensitive
data, remove points of vulnerability and prevent cyber-attacks.
In addition, the solution helps businesses to save time and increase
productivity by migrating from a Capex to an Opex model without significant
infrastructure investment. And, cloud computing enables the flexibility of
user-based pricing and seamless adaptability to business growth.

“

AN ADDITIONAL LAYER OF
SECURITY HELPS PROTECT HIGHLY
SENSITIVE DATA, REMOVE POINTS
OF VULNERABILITY AND PREVENT
CYBER-ATTACKS.

”

